The Summer Institute is for leading scholars from Latin American universities, top policy makers, and doctoral students. It provides participants with a unique opportunity to work with Canadian specialists from universities, government, media, business, labour, and social movements on the new hemispheric trade agenda and Canada's evolving role in integration. Participants will be selected through an open competition and all expenses (travel, accommodation, and food) will be covered for those chosen. Space is limited to 25 participants, including five positions for graduate students who are nearing completion of their PhDs.

**INSTITUTE TOPICS INCLUDE**

- Integration, Employment, Income Distribution, and Gender Rights
- Marginalization and Exclusion: The Hemisphere's Number One Problem
- Power Asymmetry: Canada and Mexico Managing the US Relationship
- Public Services After a Decade of Neo-Liberal Reforms
- Is the US Model of Governance Becoming the Hemispheric Standard?
- The Management of Borders: What Has Changed?
- Do Canada and the US Increasingly Share the Same Values?
- Homelessness, Public Housing, and Taxes in Ontario
- Canadian Labour: Battered, Bruised, But Not Down and Out Like Its US Cousin
- Trade, Human Security, and Social Policy After Seattle
- Labour and Civil Society: Are the "Dangerous Classes" Part of the New Agenda?
- The Business Agenda for the Hemisphere: Does it Have One?
- Multilateralism from Above and Below

**DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: FEBRUARY 28, 2000**

**GIVE US A SHOUT TO GET ALL THE DETAILS TO APPLY:**

Daniel Drache, Director
Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies, York University
4700 Keele Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M3J1P3
Phone: (416) 736-5499 • Fax: (416) 736-5739
E-mail: drache@yorku.ca or cjdobins@yorku.ca • Web site: www.robarts.yorku.ca